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The Kitab al-Athar of Imam Abu Hanifa
2006-01-01

the kitab al athar of imam abu hanifah in the narration of imam muhammad ibn al hasan ash shaybani arabic text with
english translation explanatory footnotes in english the kitab al athar was the first book composed in islam after the
generation of the companions al imam al azam abu hanifah numan ibn thabit wrote it it comprises ahadith that connect
directly back to the messenger of allah sallallahu alayhi wasallam marfu those which stop short at a companion or one of
the followers mawquf and those which are attributed to the messenger sallallahu alayhi wasallam directly by one of the
followers or followers of the followers without attribution to a companion mursal his companions imam abu yusuf imam
zufar imam muhammad imam al hasan ibn ziyad imam hammad ibn abi hanifah the imams son hafs ibn ghiyath and others
narrated it from him in the version before us imam muhammad himself a mujtahid narrated each tradition from imam abu
hanifah and then followed each with some explanatory material sometimes confirming and occasionally differing with his
imam imam abu hanifah imam abu hanifah was from kufa and was one of the followers taabioon he was born in 80 ah in a
family of persian ancestry imam abu hanifah was a trader in fabrics he studied with the great scholars of kufa who
transmitted the schools of ibn masud and ali ibn abi talib in particular but he also travelled further afield in search of
hadith and fiqh he was noted for his exceptional grasp of fiqh and is said to have laid its foundations he died in 150 ah in
baghdad his list of teachers is very extensive and his list of pupils a roll call of honour sahl ibn muzahim said abu hanifahs
knowledge was universal knowledge ash shafiee said in fiqh people are the needy dependents of abu hanifah imam
muhammad he is abu abdillah muhammad ibn al hasan ibn farqad ash shaybani muhammad was born in wasit in 132 ah
and grew up in kufa he was a pupil of abu hanifah ash shafiee said i have not seen anyone more eloquent than him i used to
think when i saw him reciting the quran that it was as if the quran had been revealed in his language he also said i have
not seen anyone more intelligent than muhammad ibn al hasan he died in ray in 189 ah hafiz riyad ahmad al multani the
explanatory footnotes to this text are the work of the contemporary scholar hafiz riyad ahmad from multan in pakistan
translated by abdussamad clarke edited by mufti abdur rahman ibn yusuf shaykh muhammad akram oxford centre of
islamic studies safira batha english editing

Imam Abu Hanifa An-Nu'man
2007
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to the generation that searches in all directions for the courageous free man i present this role model for freedom courage
and struggle we have to look at both the future and the past as past is the center of gravity that keeps our balance and we
shall not head towards the unknown the future unless we have sufficient suppliesfrom the known the past similarly we
cannot refute others alleges except when we get enough of our resources if tilltoday we have taken only scratches from our
rich treasures then we have to look back at our history bearing in mind that the remedy is not to be imported from abroad
if immunity is attained by stimulating the anti bodies of the living body

Imam Abu Hanifa's Al-Fiqh Al-akbar Explained
2006

this is a beneficial precious glorious unique book titled abu hanifa s high rank in hadith written by the late muhammed abd
al rahseed al no maani may allah protect him who was a great investigative scholar critic and hadith master he held the
post of grand shaykh of hadith and its sciences at the university of al uloom al islamiyyah in karachi pakistan since the
disease of the belittlement of the rank of imaam abu hanifa in hadith has become epidemic in the muslim world earnest
readers are seeking access to refutational publications like this in order to counter accusations of the smear campaign
against the imaam we introduce this book to inform people about what the true masters of hadith science and
jurisprudence have to say about him this work strives to serve as a lighthouse for those who seek guidance and as a
reminder for those who are dreadful partisans shaykh abdulfattah abu ghudda

Kitāb Al-Āthār of Imam Abū Ḥanīfah
2016-12-18

abu hanifah nu man ibn thabit was one of the greatest pioneers in the history of islamic law particularly in legal reasoning
the hanafi legal school that he founded has become the most widely followed among the world s muslims based on primary
sources this study of the life and legacy of abu hanifah also surveys the evolution of hanafi legal reasoning fiqh in different
regions of the islamic world and assesses its historical distinctiveness mohammed akram nadwi is a research fellow at the
oxford centre for islamic studies and is the author of several works including al muhaddithat the women scholars in islam
2007
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Abu Hanifa's High Rank in Hadith
1988

examines the socio cultural history of the regions where islam took hold between the 7th and 16th century this two volume
work contains 700 alphabetically arranged entries and provides a portrait of islamic civilization it is of use in
understanding the roots of islamic society as well to explore the culture of medieval civilization

Imam Abu Hanifah
2011-04-19

nama sebenarnya an nukman bin thabit lahir pada tahun 80 hijrah 699 masihi di sebuah kampung bernama anbar di
daerah kufah baghdad mendapat gelaran abu hanifah kerana mempunyai seorang anak bernama hanifah tetapi ada pula
yang mengatakan beliau suka membawa dakwat ke mana sahaja beliau pergi lalu digelar hanifah bererti dakwat dalam
bahasa parsi novel ini menceritakan dengan lebih lanjut siapa imam hanafi

Abu Hanifah
2006

imam abu hanifah commonly referred to as the great imam al imam al a zam occupies a commanding position in the history
of muslim jurisprudence those who follow the school of islamic law associated with his name outnumber adherents of other
schools iqbal in his reconstruction of religious thought in islam paid a high tribute to imam abu hanīfah s keeninsight into
the universal character of islam and while dealing with the question of application of islamic law to modern conditions
expressed the view that the school of abu hanifah possesses much greater power of creative adaptation thanany other
school of mohammadan law this valuable book on imam abu hanīfah was originally written in urdu under the title sirat i nu
man by the celebrated historian and islamic scholar shibli nomani giving us his biography and an analysis of the salient
characteristics of thehanafi school of law
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Medieval Islamic Civilization
2007-03

2007 choice outstanding academic title after the death of the prophet muhammad different religious factions within the
muslim community laid claim to the prophet s legacy drawing on research from sunni and shi ite literature liyakat n takim
explores how these various groups including the caliphs scholars sufi holy men and the shi ite imams and their disciples
competed to be the prophetic heirs the book also illustrates how the tradition of the heirs of the prophet was often a
polemical tool used by its bearers to demand obedience and loyalty from the muslim community by imposing an
authoritative rendition of texts beliefs and religious practices those who did not obey were marginalized and demonized
while examining the competition for muhammad s charismatic authority takim investigates the shi ite self understanding of
authority and argues that this was an important factor in the formation of a distinct shi ite leadership the heirs of the
prophet also provides a new understanding of textual authority in islam by examining authority construction and the
struggle for legitimacy evidenced in islamic biographical dictionaries

Four Imams and Their Schools
2018

the american profession should welcome this exhaustive and authentic work edited by two scholars who are authorities on
the law of islam and also students of the law of the united states these editors have enlisted leading authorities on special
subjects and have presented the whole in a manner that should appeal to american interest and understanding dr khadduri
and dr liebesny are entitled to our thanks and to our congratulations it is to be hoped that law in the middle east will be
widely read and pondered by the american legal profession and all who believe understanding begets good will

Imam Abu Hanifa
2019-05-24

this handbook is a detailed reference source comprising original articles covering the origins history theory and practice of
islamic law the handbook starts out by dealing with the question of what type of law is islamic law and includes a critical
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analysis of the pedagogical approaches to studying and analysing islamic law as a discipline the handbook covers a broad
range of issues including the role of ethics in islamic jurisprudence the mechanics and processes of interpretation the
purposes and objectives of islamic law constitutional law and secularism gender bioethics muslim minorities in the west
jihad and terrorism previous publications on this topic have approached islamic law from a variety of disciplinary and
pedagogical perspectives one of the original features of this handbook is that it treats islamic law as a legal discipline by
taking into account the historical functions and processes of legal cultures and the patterns of legal thought with
contributions from a selection of highly regarded and leading scholars in this field the routledge handbook of islamic law is
an essential resource for students and scholars who are interested in the field of islamic law

Imam Hanafi
1999

this book gleans classical and contemporary islamic theology on the central tenets of god in islam in directly addressing
theological challenges facing islam today it presents a new theological framework and drives prime essential of islamic
theology in its attempting to prove the existence oneness and relatability of god

Imam Abu Hanifah
2012-02-01

this work is a commentary on one of the letters of abu hanifah may allah show him mercy to his students about islamic
belief it highlights twelve principles of sunni islam that are of the utmost importance translator s introduction this is the
bequeathment of the great imam abu hanifah may allah show him mercy translation commentary beginsfirst point the
affirmation of faithrealisationfaith increases and decreasesa believer or disbeliever not both at the same time muslims who
commit major sinsfaith and action good and evilsecond point classification of actionsthe obligatorythe
virtuousdisobediencethird point sunni interpretationallah does not need anythingfourth point the quran is the speech of
allahrecorded understanding the recordingfifth point the ranks of the companionsrespecting those who proceeded uspoint
six the servant s actionsprovisionhalal and haram provisionseventh point three types of peoplethe responsibility of each of
themeighth point abilitypoint nine wiping leather socksshortening prayerstenth point the peneleventh point punishment of
the graveparadise and hellthe scalestwelfth point resurrection after deaththe blessed meetingintercessionthe rank of the
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female companionsresidents of paradise and hell are in there foreverclosing

The Belief of the People of Truth
2008

international law and islam historical explorations offers a unique opportunity to examine the islamic contribution to the
development of international law in a historical perspective

The Heirs of the Prophet
1986

a rusa 2007 outstanding reference title the qur an is the source of inspiration for one of the world s major religions
followed today by over a billion people it plays a central role in islam and ever since it appeared fourteen hundred years
ago has been the subject of intense debate some of this has been carried out by muslims and some by those hostile or
indifferent to islam producing a very wide range of views authored by forty three international experts the objective of the
qur an an encyclopedia is to present this diversity of thought approach and school without priority in order to give a strong
appreciation of the range of response that the text has provoked throughout its history and providing students and
researchers with a powerful one volume resource covering all aspects of the text and its reception islam and the qur an are
much in the news today and there is a public debate going on in which things are said about the qur an without much
knowledge or understanding of the book every effort has been made to help the reader use the encyclopedia as an
investigative tool in quranic studies the volume assumes no previous knowledge of the qur an islam or arabic technical
terms are explained in the text itself and the style of each entry is designed to be as self contained as possible entries are
cross referenced and many include a brief bibliography at the end of the work there is a substantial annotated bibliography
providing a detailed guide to the most significant books journals and articles in qur anic studies there is a full index the
readership will include those seeking basic information on the qur an however the substantial number of longer entries
means that it will also be used by specialists
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Origin and Development of Islamic Law
2019-05-10

this pioneering study examines the process of reasoning in islamic law some of the key questions addressed here include
whether sacred law operates differently from secular law why laws change or stay the same and how different cultural and
historical settings impact the development of legal rulings in order to explore these questions the author examines the
decisions of thirty jurists from the largest legal tradition in islam the hanafi school of law he traces their rulings on the
question of women and communal prayer across a very broad period of time from the eighth to the eighteenth century to
demonstrate how jurists interpreted the law and reconciled their decisions with the scripture and the sayings of the
prophet the result is a fascinating overview of how islamic law has evolved and the thinking behind individual rulings

Studies in Islamic History and Civilization
2023-05-15

the islamic regime that came to power after the 1978 79 iranian revolution justified the rule of the ayatollah khomeini and
the shi ite imams in general on the basis of the doctrine that the islamic jurist is best suited to rule with justice in an
islamic country arguing that this concept has no apparent parallel in sunni islam this study explores its origins in the sunni
shi ite schism which took place after the death of the prophet and traces its evolution to the present day drawing on
exhaustive research in the islamic libraries of iran and jordan as well as discussions with leading jurors and scholars in iran
sachedina presents the first in depth analysis of an islamic phenomenon of vital contemporary social and political
significance

Routledge Handbook of Islamic Law
2020-08-23

the biographies of the elite lives of the scholars imams hadith masters
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God in Islamic Theology
2018-12-10

publisher description

The Bequeathment (Wasiyyah) of Abu Hanifah (may Allah Show Him
Mercy) Twelve Principles of Sunni Islamic Belief
2006-05-02

islamic civilization flourished in the middle ages across a vast geographical area that spans today s middle and near east
first published in 2006 medieval islamic civilization examines the socio cultural history of the regions where islam took
hold between the 7th and 16th centuries this important two volume work contains over 700 alphabetically arranged entries
contributed and signed by international scholars and experts in fields such as arabic languages arabic literature
architecture history of science islamic arts islamic studies middle eastern studies near eastern studies politics religion
semitic studies theology and more entries also explore the importance of interfaith relations and the permeation of persons
ideas and objects across geographical and intellectual boundaries between europe and the islamic world this reference
work provides an exhaustive and vivid portrait of islamic civilization and brings together in one authoritative text all
aspects of islamic civilization during the middle ages accessible to scholars students and non specialists this resource will
be of great use in research and understanding of the roots of today s islamic society as well as the rich and vivid culture of
medieval islamic civilization

International Law and Islam
2013-02-11

in 2012 the year 1433 of the muslim calendar the islamic population throughout the world was estimated at approximately
a billion and a half representing about one fifth of humanity in geographical terms islam occupies the center of the world
stretching like a big belt across the globe from east to west p vii
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The Qur'an
1998-10-08

drawing on legal and ad th texts from the formative and classical periods of islamic legal history this book offers an
overview of the development of the questions prominent jurists asked and answered about women s issues all assumed a
woman would marry and thus the book concentrates on women s family life the introduction establishes the historical
framework within which the jurists worked a chapter on qur n verses devoted to women s lives is followed by chapters on
marriage and divorce which compare the views of jurists during the formative period the fourth chapter describes the
evolution from the formative to the classical periods the fifth uses material from both periods to describe the array of legal
opinion about other aspects of women s lives in and outside their homes throughout jurists opinions are juxtaposed with
relevant quotations from contemporaneous ad th collections

The Logic of Law Making in Islam
2015-05-02

the perfect resource for those wishing to learn more about the muslim culture its people and its teachings fifty key figures
in islam explores the lives and thoughts of fifty influential individuals in islam and surveys a heritage that spans 1 500
years covering key figures such as the prophet muhammad suleiman the magnificent and el hajj malik el shabazz malcolm
x the entry for each figure includes biographical details a presentation and analysis of their main ideas an account of their
impact and influence within and if appropriate beyond the islamic tradition list of major works and additional reading fully
cross referenced for ease of use this clearly presented work is ideal for those interested in or studying the area and could
not have come at a more fascinating time in history for islam

The Just Ruler in Shi'ite Islam
2006

an exploration into a variety of ideas concerning traditional understandings of sacred law and shari ah this book introduces
a new way of approaching the nature of shari ah a way that pays close attention to the guidance of the qur an and the
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character of the prophet muhammad peace be upon him anyone who is tired of the rigidity dogmatism and oppressiveness
entailed by many facets of theologically and ideologically driven interpretations of quranic guidance will find much on
which to constructively reflect throughout the pages of shari ah a muslim s declaration of independence this work contains
a new preface table of contents and bibliography as well as a variety of formatting changes to improve the aesthetic
qualities of the book

THE BIOGRAPHIES OF THE ELITE LIVES OF THE SCHOLARS, IMAMS &
HADITH MASTERS
2018-01-12

this expansive four volume encyclopedia presents a broad introduction to islam that enables learning about the
fundamental role of islam in world history and promotes greater respect for cultural diversity one of the most popular and
widespread religions in the world islam has attracted a great deal of attention in recent times particularly in the western
world with the ongoing tensions in the middle east and a pervasive sense of hostility toward arab americans there is ever
increasing need to examine and understand islam as a religion and historical force islam a worldwide encyclopedia
provides some 700 entries on islam written by expert contributors that cover the religion from the birth of islam to the
present time the set also includes 16 pages of color images per volume that serve to illustrate the diverse expressions of
this important religious tradition each entry begins with a basic introduction followed by a general discussion of the
subject and a conclusion each entry also features a further readings list for readers in addition to supplying a
comprehensive authoritative overview of islam this work also specifically addresses many controversial related issues
including jihad violence in islam polygamy and apostasy

Medieval Islamic Civilization: L-Z, index
2013

this volume brings together some of the many unheard voices of scholars studying law and ethics within muslim societies it
features over 200 abstracts with bibliographical details in three languages english arabic and turkish giving access to
information about original post 1800 scholarly publications from muslim contexts in the fields of law and ethics from
different muslim societies the volume highlights the diversity of interpretations of law and ethics across these societies and
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creates access to and reinforces communication between scholars and institutions where sharing of knowledge and
information has often been hindered by language barriers jacket

Routledge Revivals: Medieval Islamic Civilization (2006)
2010

this three volume set presents fundamental information about the most important events in world religious history as well
as substantive discussions of their significance and impact this work offers readers a broad and thorough look at the
greatest events in world religious history covering a wide range of religions time periods and areas around the globe the
entries present authoritative information and informed viewpoints written by expert contributors that enable readers to
easily learn about the chief events in religious history help them to better understand the course of world history and
promote a greater respect for culturally diverse religious traditions the first of the three volumes covers religion from the
preliterary world through around ad 600 the second the post classical era from 600 to 1450 and the third the modern era
from 1450 to the present each volume begins with a substantive introduction that discusses the history of world religions
during the period covered by the volume the chronologically ordered entries overview each event place it in historical
context and identify the reasons for its enduring significance

The Princeton Encyclopedia of Islamic Political Thought
2006-09-27

this book explores the significance of a saying of the prophet muhammad namely die before you die from the perspective of
an individual who has been journeying along a path of discovery for more than 50 years the contents of this book might be
one of the most unique intriguing and challenging accounts of islam and the sufi path that has been published in north
america just a little over a year ago the author of this book died several times in the emergency room of a local hospital
this book starts with those events and then expands outward to talk about an array of experiences including spiritual abuse
that has shaped his understanding of islam the sufi path life ands himself in addition the book critically reflects on a series
of issues that have relevance in today s world these ideas range from sam harris to topics such as education religion
mysticism science and shari ah while each of the book s four sections has something to offer readers with respect to
assisting a person to work toward developing a deeper understanding of islam and its mystical dimension as well as a
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number of other topics the book s section on shari ah might prove to be the most illuminating and thought provoking facet
of the book more specifically dr whitehouse introduces readers to a way of engaging the topic of shari ah that is quite
different from what is normally thought of in conjunction with that term and if god wishes could serve as a way of helping
to bring the muslim world and the west closer together in a variety of constructive and harmonious ways

Women in Classical Islamic Law
2018-11-06

i b tauris in association with the institute of ismaili studies a comprehensive treatment of ismaili medieval history in its
entirety it will have great appeal to all scholars of medieval islam farhad daftary is one of the world s leading authorities on
ismaili history and literature this important book by an internationally acknowledged expert in ismaili studies introduces
ismaili history and thought in medieval times discussing the different phases in ismaili history it describes both the early
ismailis as well as the contributions of the later ismailis to islamic culture a number of chapters deal with key ismaili
individuals such as hasan i sabbah other chapters contextualise the ismailis within the early muslim societies in addition to
investigating the ismaili crusader relations and the resulting legends on the ismaili secret practices over the course of the
work it becomes clear that ismaili historiography and the perception of the ismailis by others in both muslim and christian
milieus have had a fascinating evolution during their long history the ismailis have often been accused of various heretical
teachings and practices and at the same time a multitude of myths and misconceptions have ciculated about them farhad
daftary here separates myth from fact propaganda from actuality in a work characterised by his customary mastery of the
sources and literature

Fifty Key Figures in Islam
2017-05-18

understanding women in islam an indonesian perspective critically explores gender biased discourse within islamic
jurisprudence it also elucidates matters seldom discussed in the qu ran and proposes a way out from the current
methodological deadlock regarding women s position in islam syafiq hasyim is an analyst for issues on women in islam
political islam and islamic radicalism and currently deputy director of icip international centre for islam and pluralism in
jakarta
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Shari'ah: A Muslim's Declaration of Independence, 2nd Edition
2019-07-31

the hidayah has dominated the field of islamic jurisprudence since the day it was written over 800 years ago it has been the
primary text used by muslims jurist to issue authentic and reliable rulingson islamic law according to the school of imam
abu hanifa d 150h 767ce the hidayah commands such an authoritative position amonst the doctors of law that the
knowledge of a scholar hoa has not read it is not considered reliable it has been a standard text in the curricula of islamic
law schools since the 12th century it was first translated into english by charles hamilton in 1791 around 70 hude
commentaries some spread over more than a dozen volumes have been written on it the number of explanatory glosses is
in thousands comprehensive in content and conveniently organized with the publication of this all previous workds that
discussed islamic jurisprudence according to the hanafi law become outmoded and soon fell into disuse if revealed books
are not taken into account never has a book received so much attention as the hidayah this landmark publication of the
hidayah not only has been translated in its entirety for the first time but has been done so from arabic the language in
which it was written

Islam [4 volumes]
2016-11-28

focuses on middle eastern muslim majority societies in the period from the eighteenth to the twentieth centuries this work
contains papers which highlight the scope and variety of religious authorities in muslim societies

Interpretations of Law and Ethics in Muslim Contexts
2018-11-06

this book covers the recent literature concerning islamic banking and finance ibf focuses on the history of ibf since its
inception and introduces the latest innovative concepts and practices in the field the authors cover important topics such
as the role of ownership shari ah compliance and governance structures in raising debt capital using ibf practices including
fatwa issues and the use of benchmarking practices the book also addresses topics like archival data the influence of
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leverage on ownership structure and sukuk structures as well as misconceptions threats challenges and opportunities in ibf
finally the book deals with prominent issues such as business score carding takāful islamic insurance ibf implications for
block chain based fintech and finance hub concepts in islamic microfinance models this edited volume is an important
contribution to the ibf literature as it provides a much needed in depth look into industry practices through the perspective
of corporate finance and governance with its interdisciplinary approach covering legal and financial issues along with a
wide variety of notable contributors this book will be a valuable reference guide to both teachers and students of islamic
banking and economics

Great Events in Religion [3 volumes]
2005-12-20

this is the second volume in a four volume series aimed at guiding the pharmaceutical industry toward sustainability after
analyzing and exposing some of the backward and ill conceived notions that guide the present state of the industry this
volume presents key theories and new groundbreaking solutions for re thinking the processes involved in the engineering
of pharmaceuticals and offers a fundamental paradigm shift the 4 volumes in this ambitious project are volume 1 practice
analysis and methodology volume 2 theories and solutions volume 3 applications for mental disorder treatments volume 4
applications for physical disorder treatments this ground breaking set of books is a unique and state of the art study that
only appears here within these pages a fascinating study for the engineer scientist and pharmacist working in the
pharmaceutical industry and interested in sustainability it is also a valuable textbook for students and faculty studying
these subjects

Die Before You Die
2006

Ismailis in Medieval Muslim Societies
2017-06-03
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Understanding Women in Islam
2006

Al- Hidaya (The Guidance) Vol 1
2019-08-23

Speaking for Islam
2016-07-11

The Growth of Islamic Finance and Banking

The Greening of Pharmaceutical Engineering, Theories and Solutions
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